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Truth is a word that really resonates with me. It can mean what we typically think of it to mean—

honesty, the opposite of a lie. But it can also have a deeper or more personal meaning, and this is what 

I feel strongly about: being authentic and sharing our truth (that is, our real selves) with the world. 

And it’s not just sharing our true selves with the world—it’s knowing who we really are and being honest 

with ourselves about what we want. This part is essential in order for us to show up fully (and truth-fully) 

in the world. 

Once you can honestly say you know who you are and what matters to you, then you can set about  

living a life that is in alignment with your truth. And your truth is exactly that: your truth. No one else can 

tell you what it is, and no one else can tell you it is wrong. 

So it takes a bit of courage to live a life of truth and do so without apology, because not everyone will 

agree with what is true for you. But you don’t owe anyone explanations for being you and living a life 

that makes sense on your own terms. That is what it means to live your truth. 

Week 1: 

Put a photo or draw a picture of yourself in the middle of a spread. Around this, write everything that you know to be a personal 

truth for you.  

Set a timer and free write. Work without expectations and try not to censor yourself—write whatever comes to mind. 

Week 2: 

If this prompt is a bit scary or overwhelming, you might write everything out onto the page then cover it with collage or paint. 

Try writing the response to this prompt in the third person (e.g. ‘her’, ‘she’, ‘Jen’ etc.) to detach from it a bit. Alternatively, write 

in first person and make a powerful declaration using bold lettering. 

Week 3: 

Make a list of small but bold acts to share yourself more openly with the world and put it somewhere you’ll see it daily. 

Create a visual spread depicting a bold truth you want to share. 

Week 4: 

Divide a page in your journal down the middle. On one side, list all the ways your life is not in alignment with your personal 

truth. On the other side, list ways you could change or improve this. 

Create a visual spread that ‘speaks’ of personal truth to you. Include images, text, colours, symbols etc that resonate with you. 
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